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Closed book; no additional materials/equipment may be used during the exam. 

 
1. Consider the network shown below. The nodes R1 and R2 are layer-3 routers. These routers are 

connected via a link l with throughput capacity 4Mbps (megabits per second). The nodes S1 and S2 are 

transparent layer-2 switches. The network interfaces of all nodes are numbered as shown in the figure. 

For example, R1 has two network interfaces numbered 4 and 5.  
 

Let IPi denote the IP address of the interface with number i (where applicable). 

Let MACi denote the MAC address of the interface with number i (where applicable). 

 

 
a) (1.5 pt) The link l is the bottleneck link between Host A and the other hosts. All other links have super 

high capacity and negligible propagation delay. Assume that packet processing delays are negligible. 

Consider sending an audio file of size F=100 MB from Host A to Host B using packets of size P=1 

MB. After a packet is sent, the sender waits until an ACK packet of size A=10 bytes is received 

before a new packet can be sent (no pipelining). If the data transfer lasts 10 minutes in total, what is 

the end-to-end delay (total latency) experienced by a single packet travelling from Host A to Host B?                        

Show your work. 
 

b) (0.4 pt) How many subnets are there in this figure? Show (encircle) the subnets on the figure. 

 

c) (0.6 pt) Consider an IP packet travelling from Host A to Host B. Fill in the blanks:  

i. The destination address of the IP datagram when it is leaving S1 is ________.  

ii. The source address of the link layer frame when it is leaving S1 is _______. 

iii. The destination address of the link layer frame when it is leaving S1 is _______. 

iv. The source address of the IP datagram when it is leaving R1 is _________.  

v. The destination address of the link layer frame when it is leaving R1 is _______.  

vi. The destination address of the link layer frame when it is leaving R2 is _______.  

 

2. (1.0 pt) Fill in the blanks - Each correct answer is worth 0.1 pt.  

a) In the DiffServ architecture, edge routers provide per-_____________ traffic management and mark 

packets as ________________ and _________________. On the other hand, core routers provide 

per-_______________ traffic management. 

b) TCP assumes that the cause of a timeout is ______________________. 

c) HTTP as a protocol by itself is _______________, that is the server maintains no information about 

past client requests. In order to maintain such information, web servers can ask web clients to use 

________________.  

d) A ____________ tries to satisfy HTTP requests without involving the origin server. The aim is to 

reduce traffic going out of the local network and reduce __________________ for client requests. 

e) One of the sources of signal impairments on a physical link is __________________. 
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3. (1.0 pt) True/False Questions - Please write down True or False. 

Grading Rules: Let c, w and u denote the numbers of correct answers, wrong answers and unanswered 

questions, respectively, for this exercise (i.e. c+w+u=5). 

Rule 1: If w≥c then you gain no points from this exercise. 

Rule 2: If c>w, then you gain (0.2×c) - (0.1×w) points. 

Example: For c=3, w=1 and u=1, you gain (0.2×3) - (0.1×1) = 0.5 points. 

 

a) The RSVP protocol specifies how resources are reserved and determines the 

routes packets will take. 

 

 

b) An application can use UDP as the transport protocol and still enjoy reliable 

data transfer. 

 

 

c) RTP provides reliable delivery of multimedia packets in a session.  

 

d) An application that runs on a given host needs to use unique source port 

numbers for each of its TCP connections. 

 

 

e) In mobility via direct routing, mobility is transparent to the correspondent and 

the mobile. 

 

 

 

4. The protocol below aims at establishing a session key between one of the users (B) known to S and some 

other user (A).  

 

a)  (0.5 pt) Is A authenticated correctly to B? (Motivate your answer) 

b)  (0.5 pt) Give an attack that shows that B is not correctly authenticated; the attacker can      

impersonate B. 

c)  (0.5 pt) Provide a fix for the protocol and argue why B can no longer be impersonated. 
 

5. Consider the levels in the picture and assume the following clearance levels: Alice – (Top Secret, 

Project), Bob – (Secret, Exam), Charlie – (Confidential), Dave – (Public) and the following 

classifications:  Quiz – (Secret, Exam), Report – (Secret, Project), Summary – (Public). Teacher Bob 

states that Charlie and Dave should proofread Quiz. 

a) These levels do not form a lattice. 

i. (0.4 pt) Explain why this is the case and give a 

concrete example showing why this could be a 

problem. 

ii. (0.4 pt) How could you fix this? 

The access control policy is: Users may read and write documents at or 

below their clearance. Teachers can give someone with (Confidential) 

clearance read access to documents at level (Secret, Exam) to do proof 

reading. 

b) (0.5) Give the Access Control matrix that captures the access control policy.  

1. A→S: A, B, {| K |}pk(S) 

2. S→A: { Kab }K, {A, B, Kab}Kbs  

3. A→B: { A, B, Kab }Kbs 

4. B→A: { A, B }Kab 
 

Session key protocol with A, B agent identities, S a trusted server with public key pk(S), 

Kxs a symmetric key shared by X and S, Kab a fresh session key, { M }pk(X), { M }K 

message M encrypted with respectively a public-key algorithm and a symmetric 

algorithm. 
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6. Consider public key crypto scheme X consisting of encryption, decryption and key pair generation 

algorithms (Xenc, Xdec, Xkeypair). X uses a multiplicative group of integers mod N with generator g 

and for each plaintext p in the group the cypher text is a pair of elements (c,s) from the group. (The size 

of the group is exponential in the security parameter.) 

 

We want to know whether X is `indistinguishable under chosen plaintext attack’ (IND-CPA) secure. 

 

a) (0.5 pt) Describe the IND-CPA security game including the notion of attacker advantage. 

b) (0.4 pt) The encryption scheme needs to be randomized. Explain why X cannot be IND-CPA secure if 

the encryption Xenc is deterministic. 

c) (0.3 pt) Suppose the encryption of plaintext `1’ is always of the form (g
s
,s) while for plaintexts `2’ this 

does not occur. Show that the algorithm cannot be IND-CPA secure. 

d) (0.3 pt) Suppose instead that the plain- and ciphertext satisfy: p = c / k
x
 , where g

x
 = s and k is the 

public key. Either show why X cannot be IND-CPA secure or argue why this does not help the 

attacker.  

 
7. Lab Sessions Question 

a) (0.4 pt) Outlook has a `safe sender’ filter which will only accept e-mails from senders that you have 

whitelisted. Can you prevent phishing by only accepting mails from trusted people/organizations on 

your whitelist?  (Motivate your answer) 

b) (0.4 pt) Assume your forensics tool can decode individual transport-layer and network-layer packets, 

but lacks the functionality to identify TCP sessions. Propose a method to identify the TCP sessions in 

a packet capture file. 

c) (0.4 pt) Decoding application layer packets can provide additional information about the attacker, the 

victim, or the method of attack. Give an example of such extra info provided by the application layer. 


